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Abstract

Despite the fact mhat Canadian tracte with Europe i8 dwarfed by the bilateral tracte fiows with the United

States, tracte wlth the EU is stili important ta Canada, and reflects not only historical, cultural and

linguistic ties, but also a major component of aur total tracte autside of NAFTA. The level of bilateral

Canada-EU Foreign Direct lnvestment i8 aiso significant, hence any major change i the EU will
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1. Introduction

This paper reviews the current state of affairs; with European Monetary Union (EMU) and
draws out some of the implications for trade in goods and services and foreign direct investment both
within Europe and outside of Europe, and with particular reference to Canadian interests. This flrst
section lays out the background to EMU, the timetable for the process, the convergence criteria for
EMU and possible scenarios for the European Union (EU) up to the beginning of the next mnillennium.

In the 1980s and 1990s a radical shift took place in Europe. he European Economiîc
Community (thie EEC) came into existence after the Intergovemmental conferenoe (IGC) of 1957, and
was based on the general framework for integration embodied in the Treaty of Rome of 1958. In the
Treaty of Rome, the underlying premise was to foster dloser economic and political associations
between the signatories, principally because of latent fears that Germany could once again threaten
the stability of Europe at some future time. The EEC countries, or "Member States" as they are now
called, have, after years of stalling, particularly in the 1970s and early 1980s, forged ahead over the
last decade and constructed an ambitious integration project that is unprecedented in its depth and
scope. Much of the recent progress is due to the visionary leadership of Jacques Delors, who came to
be either despised or admired by t he political classes throughout Europe. The attempts at creating a
single European market in goods, services, labour and capital were embedded into the Treaty of
Rome, but there had neyer been the coincidence of interests to bring unanimity to achieve such an
aim. The breakthrough came through the work of the Dooge Committee, which produced a blueprint
for the Single European Act (SEA) - only when it was signed at the European summit in 1986 did the
prospect of a single market look likely. After ratification of the SEA, wtth controversial referendums in
both Denmark and lreland, the European Commission began to propose directives for creating a single
market, most of which have now been ratified by aIl Member State parliaments.

Following on from the success of the exchange rate mechanism (ERM) of the European
Monetary System (EMS), an adjustable peg exchange rate regime that was put in place in March,
1979, it was conoeivable that further attempts to introduce a common European currency might now be
feasible ( - a failed attempt had been inftiated in 1971). The Delors committee of experts produced a
report in 1989 that laid out a blueprint for achieving EMU which was then taken forward as the
discussion document for the Interaovemmental neciotiations of 1991 that culminated with the



credibility afforded ta the ERM couid apparentiy even compensate for large inflation differeritials
between Member States, Sa it was deemed that fixing of exchange rates and then adopting a single
currency wouid flot be inconsistent with the recent history of the ERM at that time. The Delors repart
suggested a three stage process for adopting a single currency, the European Currency Unit (ECU),
and the creation of a European Central Bank (ECB) ta conduot monetary policy for the single currency.

The Maastricht Treaty of 1991 (Council of the European Communities (19,92)) amended the
Treaty of Rome ta incorporate new provisions for EMU and ather questions such as majority voting at
the European Council, the future raie of the European Parliament and the development of a common
European defence policy. The provisions for EMU were largeiy as in the Delors report, aithough these
provisions represented a dominant position for those economists who believed that econamic
convergence shouid proceed before monetary union, and those that believe that monetary union would
promote economic convergence, so shouid occur first ( - mirraning the "econamists" versus
Wmonetarists" debate in the early 1970s, which emanated from the Wemer repart of 1971 and the "Ail
Saints Day" manifesta of 1975). EMU was ta occur by 1999 at the latest, but there wauid be economic
convergence criteria that had ta be satisfled befare Member States could quaiify ta join. The five
Maastricht convergence criteria were concemed with budget deficits, public debt, inflation, Iang-term
interest and the ERM of the EMS. The United Kingdom negatiated a derogatian (an opt-out) and alter
Denmark's population refused ta ratify the Treaty in 1992, the Danes aisa abtained a derogation. For
more details on the Maastricht convergence critenia see Buiter, Corsetti and Roubini (1993) and
Crowley (1996a).

Unfortunateiy, mhe me-unification of Germany presented particuiarly difficuit problems for mhe
ERM of the EMS in coping (unmodifled) with a sudden medium terni divergence of interest and
inflation rates between Germany and its EU partners. The divergence in interest rates between
Member States eventually precipitated the ERM crisis of 1992/93, when the UK pound and mhe Italian
lira ieft mhe mechanism (September 1992) and the fluctuation margins for the mechanism were widened
ta +/-15% (August 1993) fram the standard +/-2.25% before the crisis (see Eichengreen and Wypiosz
(1993)). The currency crisis removed one of mhe principal "stepping stanes" that EMU was based
uoon- a stable andi nnrwPlwAumfi..Ai IRAI 1,rrkL. u ... dM
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Recent concems regarding EMU had oentred on the unexpected socialist victory in France and
consequent doubts as to whether the French woul meet the convergence criterna for EMU for 1997.
Germany, on the other hand had been particularly concemred about the interpretation of the
convergence cultenia and how fiscal policy would be coordinated in a post-EMU EU. ln the Maastricht
Treaty it clearly states that by the beginning of July 1998, "the European Council, acting by a qualified
majority on a recommendation from the Commission" (Article 109j:2 of mheTreaty) will decide «which
Member States fulfil mhe necessary conditions for the adoption of a single currency'. This left some
doubts as to whether the rather complicated voting procedure used in the European Councl might
enable a Member State to use one of mhe udynamic let-ouf' clauses (Article 104c:2a) to play what
Fratianni and von Hagen and Waller (1992) have referred to as "end games" ( - basically adopting
short-terrn economic policies which would be reversed as soon as the decision on EMU is made) in
order to be allowed to proceed to EMU. The Stability and Growth pact (Commission of the European
Communities (1997a») was basically a re-commitment to the economic citeria of Maastricht but
extending mhese criteria to the operation of fiscal policy beyond the 1999 inception. The pact entails
adherence to the 3 percent budget deficit crlteria (as an upper limit), coupled with detailed rules
concemning penalties that could be imposed on Member States that tranagreas mhese critenia.

The political debate conceming EMU in mhe EU will likely continue over the next two years, at
least, as controversial decisions wvill have to made in early 1998 as to which Member States proceed to
EMU, and these decisions will no doubt take on a political overtone. The United Klngdom, which
tradltionally brings up the vanguard on many EU initiatives, was, Up until recentiy, the fiashpoint for
much of the political debate surrounding mhis issue. The furious debate mhat took place before the
general election of May 1997 over mhe desirability of EMU bas led to a myriad of political reasons to,
justify moving to EMU, some connected with "two-lever" political games (which allow certain countries
to enact policies which wlthout EMU as an excuse would be unacceptable to mhe electorate - see
Puttnamn (1988)) and some which stress the need to bind Germany into a pan-European framework so
as to "neutralise" and incorporate its political and economic aspirations into a %vider political context
(see Johnson (1996)). These groupings have sprung out of mhe perception mhat EMU represents a
political watershed in the development of a more integrated EU, and dlffening views as to mhe
desirability of any formaI ties beyond mhat of a common market have helped to crystalise the
approaches of mhese vanious camps. In France, the electorate have begun to question whemher so
many economic sacrifices for EMU are in mhe lnterest of the country, given public sector expenditure
cuts and hlgh levels of unemployment. ln Germany, the debate bas largely revolved around either mhe
issue of whether the sinale currencv would. if introduced- ba as £qtabIA qq thp npiitqrhm2iri but wvith



This plan was adopted by ail Member States at the December 1996 Dublin summit of the EU first
ministers.

The realisation that EMU wiil iikely occur has led to intense speculation about the likeiy and
possible effeots on counthes outside of the EU (see Financiai Times (1997a) and the Economist
(1997)>. Indeed, like the US, Canada has until recently iargeiy ignored these turbulent and tumultuous
events in Europe, unless foreign exchange market voiatility surrounding these events affected the
Canadian dollar <with perhaps the exception of the report of the Senate of Canada (Standing Senate
Committee on Foreign Affairs (1996). it is therefore timeiy that this report should consider the
implications of EMU for Canadian trade and foreign direct investment.

The foilowing section reviews recent Canada-EU trade and investment trends to place the
possible changes in proper context. The third section reviews the merchandise trade issues for the EU
members and Canada and the fourth section reviews the trade in services issues. The fifth section
reviews some of the economic issues regarding the effects of EMU on foreign direct investment (FDI)
flows. The sixth section considers other scenario-dependent potentiai effects, and the seventh
presents an assessment of the overail effects on Canadian companies based on a survey of exporters
to the EU which was undertaken as part of tilis project. Section eight conctudes.

Table 1.1
Timetabie for the Final Stage of the EMU Process

Timing Actions Responsbility Phase

As soon as possible in 1998 Decision on partkipating Monter States Council

As soon as possible atter the Start production of ouro bariknotes; ESCB A
decision on participatng start production of euro coins Council and Menber States
Mornter States

January 1, 1999 Irrevocabl. fixing of conversion rates and entuy Council A
ito force of legislatlon related to the. euro <leg8I
status, continuity of contracts, rounding. etc.)

Frorn Janussy 1, 1999 Definition and execution of tie single monetary ESCB B
policy i euro;
Conduct of foreign exohangeopapotions i uro; ESCB
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2. Recent Canada-EU Trade Trends

2.1 Canada-EU Merchandise Trade

Sinoe the advent of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), trade with Europe
has declined in importance, both strategically and economically. While the underlying economnic logicof the 1980s and 1990s has been to form regional trading blocs, in Canada's case this has
undoubtedly resulted in trade creation with the US, but has increased Canada's dependency on this
trade. The Govemment of Canada has been attempting to develop trade with Asian countries (with,for example, Team Canada visits), and coupled with the rapid growth in these countries trade with thisregion has now surpassed that of Europe. Nevertheless, after the US and Asia, Europe is stili of
strategic importance for Canada, and particularly for Central and Eastern Canada. Also, it should be
noted that although the EU is the third most important Canadian trading partner after the US and Asia,in the US, the ordering for Asia and Europe is reversed, with the EU the second most important tradingpartner after Asia. The trends in the trade statistics for Canada-EU trade fiows are clearly important
so an analysis of the statistics is now be presented.

Table 2.1 shows summary statistics for the evolution of Canadian-EU trade in geods over theperiod 1980-96. The table includes countries that were members of the EU in each year, s0 the tradestatistics represent the trade for a growing number of countries over Urne. The most immediately
obvious trend has been the deterloration in the trade balance over the peried as a whole, but with twodefinite phases. In the period 1980-88, the trade balance deteriorated almest consistently year-en-
year. From 1989-92, the trade balance then showed an improving trend, followed by a rapid
deterioration from 1993-96.

Inspection i import statistics with the EU reveals several interestung
ice for geods and services for Canada wlth the werid has increased
illion in 1996, whereas Canada's trade balance with the EU has
plus te over a $7 billion deficit. Se the EU component has actually
could suggest that the formation of the NAPTA has caused trade
at grounds might such a view be justifled? The reasons why the
:rade wfth bloc partners are complex, and include such factors as

effects



in terms of whether trade diversion exists, it is extremely difficuit to isolate this particular
economic effeot, as in theory it assumes ceteris paribus conditions are met for variables such as
exchange rates, growth rate differentials, inflation differentials, as well as micro considerations such as
the extent of variety and the scale of production. In more recent work, Winters (1997) has suggested
that neighbouring countries linked tightly to the EU economy could lose signiflcantly from the latter's
integration, but that for other counitries the lasses are likely to be very small.

Second, it is apparent that there was a long term decline in exports to the EU as a percentage
of total exports over the periad, with a over a 60 percent reduction in the proportion of exports to the
EU as a proportion of the total value of exports. This secular decline appears to have largely occurred
in the early 1980s and 1990s. On the import side, the trend is very different, with a growth in EU
imports as a proportion of total Canadian irnports to 1988, followed by a decline in EU irnport
proportion ta the early 1990s, and then little trend in the figures from 1992 to date. In other words, the
total percentage of Canadian irnports frorn the EU as a proportion of total irnports has rernained fairly
constant over the period, but the proportion of Canadian exports ta the EU to total exports has been in
long-terni declîne.

Third, these trends are borne out by the export to GDP and the irnport to GDP ratios. Exports
to the EU have declined over the peniod, witti some rebound in 1995, but irnports from the EU have
remained roughly steady as a proportion of GDP. Clearly, irnports from the EU are still an important
compenent of foreign trade, but exports to the EU have been of declining irnportance. This rnust give
some rise for concern, as there appears ta have been litti e improvernent in the trade imbalance with
the EU, even with the Canadian currency at very competitive levels in world rnarkets, and structural
adjustrnents in response to the establishment of the NAFTA being supposedly completed since the
recession of the early 1990s.

Table 2.2 shows nominal Canadian dollar trade values for experts frorn Canada to the EU, split
down by product group, while table 2.3 shows nominal Canadian dollar trade values for imports frorn
mhe EU to Canada, uslng the same format. Canadiani exports and imports are recorded on a customns
basis, but for exports the standard comrnocity classification is used, and for imports the harmonised
cornmodity classification is used. Canadian experts appear ta be conoentrated in the areas of
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In table 2.5 the import proportions for each product category show that the larger categonies
have been largely consistent through time, but that significant growth has been noted in categories
such as inedible crude materials, aircraft and communications and related equipment. Taken together
with the export figures, tables 2.4 and 2.5 suggest that in certain emerging sectors, a greater degree of
intra-industry trade seems to be occumrng across the Atlantic. This is likely due to an increasing
domninanoe, of Canada-EU trade by multinational companies than was the case in the early 1980s.

Tables 2.6 and 2.7 complete the analysîs of trade statistics by computing exports and imports
by categary for Canada-EU flows as a percentage of total exports and imports by category. ln table
2.6, most categories show that EU exports have declined in importance in relation to total exports in
each category, as would be expected from the aggregate figures presented in table 2.1. There are a
couple of notable exceptions here though, with machinery exports to, the EU roughly remaining
constant as a proportion of total machinery exports, and exports of aircraft, which show a dramnatic
increase to over one fifth of total exports by 1996. In table 2.7, though, imports suggest a very
different picture. Here, many import categonies have remained fairly constant over the 1980s and
1990s, but declines are notable in the other transportation and equipment category, personal and
household items and special transactions, and notable increases occurred in inedible crude materials,
machinery and aircraft. These figures once again suggest that an increasing amount of intra-industry
trade is occumrng in the machinery and aircraft sectors.
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Is the picture that this data presents being distorted by the addition of countries to the EU over
time 2? To observe the evolution of merchandise trade exports from Canada to several of the key EU
Member States, table 2.8 reproduces the data split down according to Member State. Table 2.9 goes
on to reproduce the import data also split down by Member State.

Table 2.8
Canadian Exports to the EU by Member State

(in C$ millions)

Year Belgium_ France 1_GermanyJ Italy Netherlands UK

1980 1,000 1,020 1,670 1,000 1,442 3,240

1981 856 1,010 1,320 928 1,208 3,360

1982 791 755 1,290 705 1,060 2,730

1983 714 654 1,180 569 975 2,510

1984 702 736 1,230 601 1,089 2,540

1985 722 743 1,230 542 956 2,480

1986 846 1,010 1,310 712 1,010 2,730

1987 1,170 1,090 1,610 869 1,072 3,030

1988 1,330 1,230 1,780 1,030 1,437 3,610

1989 1,430 1,320 1,890 1,130 1,599 3,570

1990 1,250 1,300 2,320 1,190 1,649 3,540

1991 1,100 1,420 2,430 1,070 1,726 3,040

1992 1,110 1,460 2,320 1,180 1,517 3,130

1993 1,040 1,320 2,570 969 1,383 2,980

1994 1,360 1,390 2,330 1,320 1,243 3,330

1995 1,860 1,950 3,310 1,840 1,664 3,880

1996 1,510 1,740 3,310 1,360 1,633 4,000



Table 2.9
Canadian Imports from the EU by

(in C$ millions)
I I 9 I

Belgium France Germany

Member State

i e J .

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

Netherlands

Sources: Statistics Canada CANSIM matrices 3894, 3895, 3661, 3897, 3898, 3893.

The import figures in table 2.9 above also tend to also reflect the trends observed in the total
figures for imports from the EU. Noteworthy here is the rapid growth in imports from Germany, the
Netherlands and Belgium over the last few years.

808

912

941

885

1,260

1,430

1,660

1.590

2,880

2,030

2,450

2,670

2,690

2,280

2,510

3,120

3,400

1,493

1,676

1,439

1,642

2,250

2,791

3,573

3,650

3,841

3,703

3,837

3,741

3,532

3,522

4,384

4,801

4,820

641

738

755

830

1,170

1,410

1,750

1,790

1,950

2,010

1,950

1,790

1,750

1,940

2,590

3,270

2,720

230

260

235

323

509

591

664

743

762

822

720

599

599

666

858

948

931

1,970

2,360

1,880

1,800

2,470

3,000

3,570

4,280

4.630

4,570

4,840

4,160

4,100

4,470

5,030

5,480

5,910



Table 2.10 shows the Canada-EU service exports, imports and trade balance. The table also
shows Canada-EU service exports and imports as a percentage of total Canadian service exports and
imports. It should be stressed that figures on services trade are flot considered to be as reliable as
those for merchandise trade because of recording errors and data collection problems.

Table 2.10
Canada-EU Services Exports and Imports

___________ ___________(in C$ millions)_______

Vear Total EU Total EUý Services Total Services
Semvce Service Balance wlth Balance
Rec.lpts Paymients the EU

1980 2,050 2,559 (509) (3,130)
1981 2,114 2.841 (727) (3,414)

1982 1,956 2,882 (9m6 (3,600)

1983 1,684 2,922 (1.238) (3,M4)

1984 1,748 3,243 (1,495) (4.434)

1985 1.907 3,946 (2,039) (4,861)

1986 2,483 4,328 (1,845) (5,195)
1987 2,969 4,694 (1,725) (6.307)

1988 3,270 5,007 (1,737) (5,992)

1989 3,504 5,432 (1,928) (8,27)

1990 3,84 5,841 (1,957) (11,002)

1991 3,882 5,598 (1,716) (11,574)

1992 4,131 5,978 (1,847) (12,267)

1993 4,245 6,501 (2,256) (12,487)

1994 5,064 7,261 (2,197) (10,512)

1995 6,148 7,813 (1,665) (9,357)

1996 6,229 7,642 (1,413) (9,350)



Table 2.11
Canadian Service Exports to the EU

(in percentage terms)

Year Travel Receipts Freight and Business Govemment Total Service
Shipping Services Transactions: ExportsJ Receipts 1 Receipts Receipts

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

20.6

21.1

23.7

24.1

23.8

21.8

23.0

23.4

25.4

25.6

29.9

31.7

31.3

34.3

33.4

33.1

35.5

61.2

58.4

53.6

55.3

52.3

482

44.1

40.7

40.4

41.4

38.3

37.1

36.2

32.6

33.4

32.7

33.5

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100. 0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0



Table 2.12
Canadian Services Imports from the EU

(in percentage terms)

Year Travel Payments Freight and Business Government Total Service
Shipping Services Transactions: Imports
Payments Payments Payments

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1988

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

21.6

18.5

20.0

24.4

26.4

26.8

25.9

27.2

28.0

26.4

31.9

26.6

29.1

28.0
27.0

28.7

29.4

41.2

42.6

36.8

37.5

38.9

37.5

34.7

33.6

32.7

31.9

33.0

32.7

31.5

33.1

32.7

35.1

19.1

22.9

27.6

23.5

22.5

26.8

30.2

29.0

30.2

32.5

26.

31.0

29.8

30.6

35.0

31.3

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0



Table 2.13
Canada's Services Exports to the EU as a Proportionof Total Services Exports

(in percentage terms)

Year Travel Receipts Freight and Business Govemment Total Service
Shipping Services Transactions: Exports
Receipts Receipts Receipts

1980 14.2 24.7 12.8 15.2 18.8

1981 13.2 22.6 11.6 15.5 17.0

1982 13.3 19.6 12.8 13.6 16.0

1983 10.9 17.8 7.9 14.8 13.1

1984 9.9 15.3 8.3 16.9 11.9

1985 8.8 15.5 10.0 20.4 12.0

1986 9.7 18.1 12.9 22.8 13.9

1987 12.0 18.6 15.2 19.7 15.6

1988 13.2 18.2 13.5 18.5 15.2

1989 13.4 19.4 13.7 17.7 15.7

1990 15.7 19.4 14.3 20.9 16.6

1991 16.0 17.9 13.3 16.6 15.8

1992 16.4 18.2 13.8 14.7 16.0

1993 16.9 16.0 12.7 16.0 15.1

1994 17.4 16.3 13.0 14.1 15.4

1995 18.5 17.1 15.3 15.1 16.8

1996 18.4 17.3 12.8 16.1 16.0

Source: Statistics Canada CANSIM matrices 2333, 2335 and 2336



Table 2.14
Canada's Services Imports from the EU as a Proportion

(in percentage terms)
of Total Services Imports

Year Travel Payments Freight and Business Government Total Service
Shipping Services Transactions: Imports
Payments Payments Paymnt s

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1f989

1990

1991

1992

14.4

12.9

13.7

13.9

15.6

17.5

17.5

17.0

16.6

14.6

14.6

10.8

12.2

21.2

21.8

21.1

21.7

20.0

22.4

22.3

21.4

21.6

21.7

22.3

20.5

19.5

20.6

20.8

21.6

11.5

12.2

14.2

12.4

11.7

15.1

14,9

14.5

14.4

15.1

12.9

14.2

13.9

13.7

14.8

13.6

49.1

50.7

44.1

42.1

36.6

32.5

36.8

43.6

45.2

46.5

44.1

42.7

42.9

41.3

34.6

34.6

18.2

17.9

18.2

17.5

16.9

19.0

18.8

18.5

18.2

17.7

17.0

15.5

15.7

16.0

16.7

17.0

15.8



3. Merchandise Trade Issues

The introduction of the euro in the final phase of monetary union wiil occur during the peniod
1999-2002, and during this peniod, companies in Member States that are chosen to proceed with EMU
will be under no obligation to use the new currency, but wili be encouraged to adopt the currency. If
the Commission's changeover scenarlo <Commission of the European Communities (1995)) is to be
beiieved, then there wili be littie point in using national currency for intra-EU trade as ail national
currencles wiii be "irrevocably" flxed from 1999conwards. Hence, aithough the euro wiii not circuiste as
currency, it wiIl operate as money, in the sense that it wili fulfil the four standard characteristics of
money3. There are clearly bath internai effects of adopting the euro, and external effects. To properiy
understand the external effects, it is necessary ta appreciate the internai effects, and it is ta these that
we tumn first.

3.1 InternaI (EU) Effects of Adopting the Euro

There are severai important consequences of the "irrevocable" fixing of exohange rates for EU
participating and non-participating Member States, as weil as for nations outside the EU. We flrst tumn
to the internai (EU) effects of the adoption of the euro. These include elimination of foreign exohange
costs, associated real resource costs of convertîng currencies, the one-time real resource costs of
switching to a new currency, the costs of converting contracts denominated in old currencies, and
miscellaneous one-time costs or "vending machine" costs.

The elimination of foreign exohange costs should, in theory, be easily estimated by the bid-ask
spreads in the foreign exohange market. This spread represents the competitive rentais of the
physicai and human resources currently employed in the exchange of currencies which wiil become
redundant once monetary union takes place. As the foreign exchange market might best be described
as an imperfectly competitive market, the spread wiii not represent the social opportunîty costs of
exchanging currencies as there wiii likely be some excess profits made by foreign exchange market
participants. 0f course, most companies also tie Up some human and physicai resources in exchange
of currencies, so the associated reai resource costs of converting currencies to companies that trade
wiii exceed the bid-ask spread in the foreign exchange market. Although the Commission



VAT in the home country were offset by higher foreign exchange costs. Thus, there may be more
goods being shipped between EU Member States simply to avoici VAT, when real resource costs
associated with exchanging currencies have disappeared. Another potential cost relates to, the re-
deployment of human resources that were formalty involved in the foreign exohange market~ in terms
of unemployment costs to the companies and govemments and wastage of human capital. As for
govemments, there are small seigniorage revenues tikely to be foregone, but this largely depends on
how seigniorage revenues are to be divided, and this has yet to be determined.

In ternis of benefits, there are clearly benefits relating to elimination of exchange rate volatility
between national currencies that are chosen to participate, flot only in ternis of uncertainty but aiso in
terms of the cost of purchasing exchange rate hedges for trading currencies (although rnost forward
contract costs are not large, usually amounting to a few basis points>. On a national level, there will
likely be further microeconomic benefits relating te a more stable rnenetary environment for business
planning purposes (union negotiating, pricing policies etc.), as after adoption menetary policy wil be
removed from the national political arena, and placed in the hands of the ECB.

The overail net welfare effeots of adopting the euro wilf depend on the balance of one-costs
versus the continuing gains frem operating with a single currency. While the Commission dlaims that
these welfare effects will be positive, there is little a priori evidence to support this claim, as Buiter
(1995) points out.

Short-terni International Effects of EMU on Trade

the externat effects of EMU, although the European Commission
on the issue (see Commission of the European Communities

using a currency ia because of the existence cf so-called network
alities). A network externality occurs when the usefuiness cf



Table 3.1
Breakdown of Worid Exports by Currency Denomination and by Region

____________ (1992) ______

Reglon US$ DM kt
North Ameuica, 15.0 0.3 0.3

Australasia

Asia 15.5 0.6 4.2
Western Europe 6.7 13.6 0.3

OPEC 5.4 0.1 0.0
Other 4.9 0.7 0.1

TOTAL 47.6 15.3 4.8

Source: lzkovitz (1994)
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monitoring or reducing exchange rate risk>. Of course, there may be advantages to invoicing Jin foreign
currency, as is frequently observed with Asian exports, in that market share gains might be more easily
realised if exporters attempt to carry these cost.s themselves. Cleafly much depends on the intensity
of competition in the importing country market, and the type of good or service being traded (-that is,
whether the good or service is relatively homogeneous or flot>.

A study by the ECU institute (1995), which in tumn was based on a paper by Ilzkovitz (1994>,
estimated invoicing practioes fromn a variety of sources for 1992. Hartmann (1996) used this as weI as
United Nations data to make some predictions about invoicing after EMU using various simplifying
assumptions. These resuits are reproduced below.

Table 3.2
Trade Invoicing in Major Currencies Before and After EMU for 1992

___________ ___________ (in percentage ternis) _______

Curr.ncy j World 1980 J Worid 1992 lntra-EU J Exfrm-EUr

US$

DM

Ffr

1Ilira

Hfl

EU5'

47.6

4.8

15.3

6.3

5.7

3.4

E&a0 1

59.4

6.3

9.8

4.2

3.9

2.4

2.0

22.2

18.3

25.2



represents the "core" EU Member States (Germany, France, ltaly, Netherlands) but excludes the UK,
whereas EU5 includes the UK.

Thus, if the UK participated in EMU, then intra-EU trade would be at least 17 percent of worldexports, and this would be now denominated in euros. But intra-EU trade would flot be counted asinternational trade, as it would take place between EU Member States. Sa now treating the EMU bloc
as one region, this implies that total euro invoicing will be 16.4 percent of pre-EMU warld trade or 22.2
percent of post-EMU world trade. Additional assumptions used in this simulation were that there is noa
difference in the currency distribution of trade invaicing for intra-EU trade invoicing and extra-EU trade
invaicing, and that the trade invoicing practices of EU5 are the anly relevant EU data to be
incorporated (as they are the only data available for the EU). The former assumption will tend to
averstate the use of the euro in extra-EU trade, whereas the latter assumption will understate the
amount of euro invoicing in extra-EU trade. To campensate for the usage of only EU5 data, Hartmann
assumes that haIt of the exports from the remaining EU Member States are invoiced in home currency.
Using this assumption, the figure in the last row of the table (EU 15) is calculated. In order ta, ensure
that the resuits do not suifer fram bias because of an overestimation of euro usage, then several
assumptians caulci be made about the nature of euro invoicing after EMU, perhaps taking the view that
invoicing wauld follow the same pattern as currently used in the US, Germany, France or the
Netherlancis. Table 3.3 shows the results of making such assumptians.

Table 3.3
Example Scenanos for Euro lnvoicing Post-EMU

________________(in percentage terms)
Example for Export Euro Involclng In EU Euro Involcing in World

Invoicing Shar. Exports (>Exports %
US 92 28

as per 1992 patterns 82 25
Germany 77 24
France 55 19

Nethedands 43 18

Source: Hartrnann (1998) andl own caiculations.



to use the uhardest' domestic currency chosen as a potential EMU participant. Why? First, if there is
any possibility of EMU flot succeeding, theri as exchange rates are "irrevocably" flxed, there is no real
incentive to change over to the euro, as the costs of doing s0, in ternis of drawing up new contracts,
and the problems of reconclling accounts in different currencies, wilf dictate that leaving the
changeover until the Iast minute wiIl be most advantageous for companies that do flot engage in a
large volume of intra-EU Member State trade. Second, if there is a chance that EMU might fail, then
unless the exporters currency is the perceived hardest currency in the EU, there is, in fact, an
incentive to use (or convert contracts into) the strongest currency in the EU or to use an extra-EU
currency, rather than leave themn in current currency ternis. In that case, as Crowley (1 996b) points
out, in the event of a speculative attack on the "irrevocably flxed rates, currency losses would be
elimînated and the probability of currency gains would be maximised.

Third, the results assume that exportera choose the denomination that is currently used for
trade. If, for instance, export financing can only be made available in certain currencies that are
preferred by financial institutions, then it is not certain that the euro will take the place of the national
currencies that are chosen to participate in the final stage of EMU.

Fourth, these resule do depend on several strong assumptions, such as full credibility of the
new European monetary authorities at the outset, complete and tacit agreement by importera to be
billed in euros or the implicit conversion written into the trade contract. For example, importera outside
the EU may simply not wish to trade with the euro as they are unfamiliar with if, and request that trade
take place in US dollars instead.

in ternis of the effects of trade invoicing effects on Canada, there are a several possible
approaches mhat can be taken - each one is presented in turn below.

The flrst approach is to use the Hartmann (1996) approach given a disaggregation of Canadian
imports by country, using very broad assumptions relating to the invoicing practices of EU exporters



Table 3.4a
Calculating Euro lnvoicing for Canadian Exports applied to 1996 Data

(using percentage breakdown of EU imports for 1992)
Country Imports; from Canada % EU Imports Total amount of

denomlnated in Importe denomlnated
national currency In national currency

BelglumlNetheriands 3,143 25.1 1,223

France 1,740 46.7 813
Germnany 3,310 55.9 1,850

Italy 1,380 34.0 462

UK 4,000 43.0 1,720
Total for above 13,553 44.8 6,068

Total Exporte ta the 15,500 44.8 6,944
EU

Sources: CANSIM matrices 3694, 3695, 3696, 3697, 3698, 3693; Ilzkovitz (1994) and own calculatioris.

Table 3.4b
Calculatirig Euro lnvoicing for Canadian Imports applied to 1996 Data

(using percentage breakdown of EU exporta for 1992)
Country Exports to Canada % Exporte Total amount of

denomlnated In exporte denomlnated
national currency in national currency

Belgium(Netherlands 1,748 43.1 753

France 3,400 54.6 1,856

G.nnany 4,820 77.0 3,712
ltaly 2,720 40.0 1,088



A second approach is to take the figures from table 2.2 on Canadian imports and note which
categonles appear to be manufactured goods (categonîes IV to XII) andi then ta assume that none of
the non-manufactured merchandise goods wilI be invoiced in euros, but that the proportions of EU
exports given under the vanious scenarios given in table 3.3 would b. used ta invoice Canadian
importers. On the export sicie, figures given in ltzkovitz (1994) for EU import invoicing can be used for
the same categories given in table 2.3 ta derive euro invoicing for Canaclian exports. Table 3.5 shows
the resuits of this exercise.

Table 3.5
Calculatlng Euro lnvotclng for Canadian Exports and Imports applied ta 199 Data
_______________________ (in percentage terms> ____________

Sconarlo for Euro Invoicing Share Canadian Total Canadian Canadian Tota Canada
__ _ _ __ _ _ _ Exporta to EU Exports imports frorn EU Imports



3.3 Longer-term International Effects of EMU on Trade

ln the longer term, if the launch of the euro as a single European currency is successful, andMember States other than those chosen as the "first wave" of countries decide to adopt the euro, thena critical mass of users may create significant "network extemalities", so that significant growth inusage of the currency occurs outside the EU (see Reynolds (1993) for an interesting model which triesto capture these extemalities, but speciflcally in the EU during mhe transition period>. This scenario isonly likely in certain circumstances, and although the sanguine assumptions necessary for such anoutcome currently seemn unlikely, if such a scenario did corne to pass, it would profoundly affect theworld economy and international macroeconomic policy coordination.

The "follow on" issue is dealt with by llzkovitz (1995>, Hartmann (1996) and the Economist(1997). The issue is clearly difficult to anticipate, so most of the arguments are qualitative in nature.The share of world output of the EU is currently greater than that of the US, plus the share of worlcltrade for the EU is also greater than that of the US, even when intra-EU trade is excluded. Thus, ifmost of the EU adopts mhe euro, mhen it is likely that a critical mass of usage will be attained over time,such mhat network extemalities will exist, creating an environment where the euro could challenge theUS dollar as the principal currency used in international trade invoicing. Clearly, the monetary policy ofthe ECB would have to be credible, and supportive of low and stable inflation. Also, as the ECB is acentral bank, with complete independence of govemment (as no EU govemment currently exists), thenpolitical pressure would largely be absent, so it may be that the ECB's policy would generate a morestable currency than the US dollar.

But where, in regional ternis would the euro challenge the US dollar as an internationalcurrency for trade invoicing? Hartmann (1996) points to Asia as a prime candidate for euro tradeinvoicing. The main planks of mhis argument rest on several observations about Asian trade. First,Japanese exporters, for strategic reasons, prefer to bear exchange risk themselves 50 as to maintainmarket share - their chosen international currency has usually been the US dollar. Second, althoughEU exports; ta Asia are less mhan US exports; to Asia, mhe growth in EU expoîts is higher than mhat ofUS exports, so that within a decade, the share of EU exports and imports in Asia may exceed mhose ofmhe US. At this point, so mhe argument goes, Asian exporters and importera may decide to denominatetheir international trade in euros ramher than US dollars. Another fast-expanding market is the Easternand Central European market. ln mhese markets there has been a tendency to denominate trade with



Table 3.6
Three Long-terni Scenarios for Euro-lnvoîng of Canadian Trade

(using 1996 regional trade breakdown)

Reglon Exporta 20% ROW 35%ROW 0% ROWJImpor 20% ROW 135% ROW W04

% Euro fEuro Euro Euro Eur Euro

NAFTA 81.9

EU 5.6

ROW 12.5

Total 100.0

Notes: NA

70.0

9.8

20.2

100.0

0.0

7.5

4.0

11.5

ade is not assumed to use euro invoiclng
is assumned ta use the proportions laid out i table 3.4 for euro invoiclng Le. wtien ROW uses a
of 20%, the EU is assumsed to use 77% euro invoiclng; the ROW 35%, the EU 820/; and ROW
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4. Services Issues

The trade invoicing issues discussed above are ciearly relevant to the services sectors, but in
the absence of any data on service trade invoicing, the above analysis for merchandise trade wiIl be
assumed to, carry over to services as well. Once again, the pattemr of trade invoicing is likel-y to
depend on the service and individual industry and market conditions, both worfd and regional. As
many of the services are less dependent on location, and therefore do not incur transportation costs, it
can be assumed that the market conditions for many of these services are Iess likely to be subject to
Grassman's law, but once again it is difficuit to quantify such things, as data on this topic does flot
exist..

In the Canadian services sector, there are various industries which
by the changeover as much as other industries, as these industries tend tc
exchange transactions on a daily basis. In particular, the travel transportai
flot be adversely affected by the change, and could benefit from the chang
of converting amounts into different currencies may faîl due to the use of o
Speciflcally, the airline industry and shipping and freight industries will likel
costs of conversion, as European currerïcy management can be rationalise,
currency the euro. In other words, the analysis of conversion to a single ci
section 3.1 wiIl Iikely be also applicable to most firms in these industries -1
conversion costs wili probably be more than offset by the longer-tern ongo
one European currency, as long as the company uses more than one Eurol
economies of scaIe effects wiII also likely appîy to Canadian MNEs with sul
have either supply contracts with these subsidiaries or that conduct ongoiný
subsidiaries.

1 he Eurapean trael industry is misa likely ta reap significant beneflts frani

wiIl not be directly affected
ibe involved in foreign

costs

*uro (sS. FinancWa
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The conversion rates are ta be expressed in national currencies, per euro deflned with six
significant figures, and inverse rates will not be used (which is flot the case with most exchange rates>:

thus conversion rates will be deflned for ai conversions from euros into Member State currencies by
dividing or multlplying by a pre-deflned conversion factor.

For example, if the DMleuro rate is 1.92692 and the Italian liraleuro rate is 1935.41, then ta

convert DMI,OOO into lira, one would divide by the DMleuro rate and then multiply by the liraleuro rate.

Ali cross rates have ta be deflned in ternis of euros (with flot less than three decimals) so that there

can be no different methods ta convert currencies. In the above example, this should yield a sumn of

LI,004,406 for the Lira/DM conversion factor.

WAho will bear the costs of these changes? There are essentially two types of costs that must

be distinguished: one-t'ime conversion costs, and the costs of doing business with essentially two

currencies in each Member State. The costs of rewriting contracts or converting amounts wiiI be

borne by the contract holders themselves, but in terms of the cost of converting financial instruments

(such as cheques) denominated in different Member State currencies, the costs wiII be borne by the

customers, as banks may charge a fee for the service. As Member State currencies are only legal

tender in their country of issuance, thîs does create an incentive for companies ta convert accounts

into euros at their earliest conveflielice, as the euro should be legal tender in ai participating Member

States. Again mhis assumes that there is zero probability of EMU being unsuccessful.

How are the rates of conversion ta be chosen? This is an unresolved issue, and has been the

subject of recent research (see Giovannini (1991) and De Grauwe (1996)). There are essentially three

ways in which the conversion rates can be chosen, as De Grauwe (1996) discusses: flrst, it could be

announced in advance mhat the conversion rates wll be a weighted average of market rates during a

given period prior ta mhe start of the mhird stage (the so-called Lamfalussy rule); second, a pre-

announced set of rates could be used, regardless of where market rates happen ta b. at mhe Urne,

and-, thirdly, the conversion rates could be set using mhe market rates as 0f mhe beginning of stage



It still remains unclear as ta what will happen ta fioating rate notes - it may be that Member State
central banks will specify haw financial instruments with fioating rates are ta be converted into euro
floating rate instruments, as current national differenoes in specffication may cause adverse effects in
these markets. As for derivatives, it is likely that as these instruments are ta a large extent tr-aded asftrisky" instruments, then contractual provision will be issued ta specify that the introduction of the euro
will not "of itself' permit termination of the contract.

Canadian financial institutions are no doubt aware of some of the technical issues surrounding
the introduction of the euro, and will make appropriate changes ta their contracts with clients bath in
Canada and abraad.

After the transition phase, the most important cansideration for services exports and imports
will be the exchange rate policy and associated monetary policy of the ESCB and the ECB in
particular. There have been some suggestions that the ECB will target monetary policy on maintaîning
a relatively stable exchange rate against the US dollar, and if this is the case, then this may enhance
the prospect of transatlantic trade in services.



increase in EU holdings of Canadian assets. The third column represents the balance of these net FDI

flows, a positive figure indicating greater FDI by EU entities in Canada than Canadian entities have

invested in the EU. None of the figures show any discernable trend, wtth erratic changes in the

statistics year on year. This i9 usual for FOI data, which can vary greatly according to the international

strategies adopted by varlous MNEs or groups of MNEs. It is apparent from the table, though, that

during the 1980s, a large amount of EU FDI arnived in Canada, particularty from the UK, whîch largely

confirms the anecdotal evidence at the time, when many British MNEs reportedly decided to initiate

some kind of market presence in the North America. This surge in FDI te Canada has not continued

apace in the 1990s, as media reports suggest that many EU MNEs have decided to use the US as

their principal North Amencan base for production and distribution to the NAFTA member countries. In

the 1990s the data aIso suggests that Canadian MNEs have sought to exploit the advantages of the

single market, the opportunities that have anisen in a unifled Germany and the favourable trading

agreements that have been established for EU companies to trade with the newly emerging Eastern

European economies (see Greenaway (1993) for an analysis of the effects of the single market on EU

incoming FDI).

The final colun in the table shows that mhe net flows in FOI between Canada and the EU

seemn te be Iargely in mhe same direction as the total transatlantic capital flows (in simple terms net FOI

plus changes in Canadian and EU capital market portfolios plus net changes in officiai reserves).

These figures might suggest that the retumn on capital market financial instruments largely reflects the

retum on FOI. Classical economic theory would tend te suggest mhat investment should flow te the

nation with the highest marginal rate of retum on physical capital, but in fact research by van Nieuwkirk

and Spaling (1995> suggests mhat average rates of retum on Outch investment in the US or Japan

during the period 1986-1990 was 6.3 percent compared with 10.5 percent in Canada or Mexico and

7.7 percent in mhe rest of the EU. Graham (1996) suggests mhat almhough mhese rates are average

rates rather than marginal rates, mhey should approximate the marginal rates fairly well, and if a similar

calculation is dons for US FOI abroad over the same time period, then FDI in Canada wouîd yield an

average rate cf retum cf 9.3 percent versus an average rate of retum of 15.1 percent in mhe EU and

13.9 percent in Japan. Clearly the relative transatlantic FOI flows cannot be explained by differential

rates of retum, and omher factors must predominate. lt i8 therefore somewhat surpnsing te note that

mhe direction cf the pattern of FDI net flows largely mirrors mhe balance on mhe capital account of mhe

Canadian balance cf payments as financial capital flows are, in theory, sensitive te real rates of retum.



Table 5.1
Canada-EU FDI Flows

Year Canadian EU FDI in Net Balance on
FDI in the Canada Canada-EU Canadian Capital

EU FDI Flow Account

1980 -624 238 -386 -148
1981 -2479 -1005 -3484 -4489

1982 -868 374 -494 -120
1983 -450 1258 808 2066
1984 -1100 1936 836 2772
1985 -1730 1143 -587 556
1986 483 3578 4061 7639
1987 -1724 2502 778 3280
1988 -1014 3140 2126 5266
1989 -892 1822 930 2752
1990 -1760 4035 2275 6310
1991 -1997 -127 -2124 -2251
1992 -1090 1170 80 1250

1993 -3130 536 -2594 -2058

1994 -1730 -1205 -2935 -4140
1995 -1287 3354 2067 5421
1996 -1224 2547 1323 3870

Note: Capital account data are net flows - for example a minus sign in a figure in the Canadian FDI in the EU
column represents a decrease in labilities to non-residents or an increase in the claims on non-residents.
Reinvested eamings are excluded. Official reserves are excluded from 1996 data for the Capital account
balance.

Source: CANSIM matrices 2335 and 233



Table 5.2
Outward FDI Stock of Canada

(as a percentage of total FDI stock)

Destination 1985 1990 1995

EU 13.21 20.10 19.46

Bleu 0.24 0.61 1.72

Denmark 0.08 0.05 0.02

France 0.34 1.91 1.35

Germany 1.12 0.96 1.66

Greece 0.50 0.10 0.07

Ireland 1.47 1.09 3.11

ltaly 0.34 0.42 0.59

Netherlands 0.93 1.46 1.07

Portugal 0.01 0.13 0.05

Spain 0.49 0.59 0.13

United Kingdom 7.69 12.80 9.67



6. FDI Issues

Little attention has been given to the issue of FDI in Europe and the effects of the single
currency on investment flows. lndeed, the European Commission expects that there wiIl be no
significant effects, so that the issue is generally being ignored by EU officialdom. The Commission's
view is that if there are any effects then these wilI already have happeried as part of the single market,
and EMU will flot have any significant impact on FDI, apart from determining locational preferenoe.
This view may have been orchestrated by recent, well-publicised decisions by Japanese MNEs as to
where to locate incoming FDI in the EU, the decision being initially made apparently on the basis of
likely Member State participation in the third stage of EMU.

Irrespective of the Iack of any research in this area, a qualititative analysis wilI be attempted
below. In the Canadian context, the issue of FDI in Europe can be characteriseci on two levels;

* it is largely undertaken by MNEs; and
* it is usually in the form of portfolio capital rather than physical capital.

Both these characterisations have economic implications for FDI flows. Each is dealt with in tum.

6.1 MNEs and FDI

The theory of the multinational (see Buckley and Clegg (1996), who summarise the so-called
Dunning (1979) approach) states that there are three key motives for FDI - first, market-oriented FDI,
where flrms choose to invest in a market rather than alternative forms of foreign market servicing; the
second is input-oriented FDI, where investment abroad is chosen as the best means of gaining access
to key factors 0f production (raw materials, speciflc labour skills for example); and third, cost-oriented
FDI where investment abroaci is aimed at reducing costs of production.

The form of FDI is also important - issues here inctude the awnership strategy (joint ventures
or wholly-owned subsidiary) and the choice between takeovers and "greenfleld" entry.



The effects of EMU in this area are rather intangible and flot easily quantifiable. The effects

also largely depend on the dynamios of integration and the configuration of "insiders and "outsiders" in

the EU. Martin and Ottaviano (1l995) maise concems about the emergirig intégration dynamic for the

EU, given that EMU goes ahead, and point to "agglomeraiofl" effects, whereby those Member States

that proceed in the first wave of EMU may benefit from the formation of a stronger but smalter "core"

single market. This could attract economic activity away from those Member States that do flot

participate in the first wave either because they do flot meet the Maastricht convergence criteria or

because they decide flot to participate in EMU. The authors then suggest that this dynamic might:

exacerbate any shortfail in meeting the convergence criteria, thereby creating a permanent groUp Of

Member States that are "outsiders". In mhe longer termn this soenario seems unlikely to materialise, but

it may characterise a short terrn problem with EMU. The direct implications for Canadian FDI mostly

fait on the outgoing FDI side, in mhat it might create incentives for Canadian FDI to concentrate on the
"core" Member States, ramher than the traditional recipients (such as the UK). There may also be

indirect implications, as third counitries (such as the US and Japan) decide to, concentrate investment

on mhis "core" single market, rather than in Canada ("FODI diversion" effects analogous to those with

trade).

Agglomeratioli effects, if they occur, might also reduce constraints on FDI infiows into the EU,

as competition for this incomirlg FDI intensifies5. The Multilateral Agreement on lnvestment (MAI)

which is currently in negotiatiori under mhe auspices of the QECO, may eliminate differences between

regulatory environments so mhat differentiation by appealing to country characteristics (such as

economic policies, labour regulations and adoption of a single currency) is the only way in whlch

countries can attract FOI at the margin. For example, the previous UK conservative govemment,

which had refused to sign mhe social chapter (which sets minimum labour standards, including a

maximum number of hours a week that can be Iegally demanded of employées), allowed a

differentiation with continental Europe on the basis of labour regulations, attracting a significant inflow
- - -ýf - , &&-- -4ffl -1nn%ý iffrn nà>u iriv,*mmpnft in the UK. this differential characteristic



and FDI appear to be complementary with respect to formation of regional trading blocs. But this aiso
suggests that a decrease in incoming FDI to Canada, perhaps due to agglomeration effects in the EU,
could also negativeiy impact trade.

Fisher and Vousden (1996> attempt to capture the relationship between trade arnd investment
in an overlapping generational framework, and f'nd that mhe interaction of tariffs and FDI can affect
growth. For example, in countries that are net sources of foreign investment, a tariff on labour-
intensive consumption wilI increase domestic real wages, and hence encourage savings. These
savings wiIl encourage the outfiow of FOI to the rest of the wortd. To apply mhis idea to the notion of a
customs union (like the EU>, the key variable is the average rate of protection of the consumption
sector - if the average rate increases with the formation of a union, then FOI should increase and
hence world growth will increase. To carry the model one step further to look at a monetary union, the
key effect would be whether the use of a single currency increases the average rate of protection or
not. Clearly, in the long run, the adoption of a single currency will reduce the "domestic" costs of
trading in the EU, thus effectively increasing the average level of protection, mhereby reducîng trade
and increasing the level of outward FOI. This implies that EMU would increase FDI outfiows from the
EU to Canada over the longer terrm. It is therefore encouraging to flnd, from mhe perspective of FOI,
that nearly ai the EU Member States that are likely to participate in the flrst wave of EMU already
have total net outflows of FOI (see OECD (1994)). This inflow of FOI to Canada would likely be
market-oriented FOI, and would likely take advantage of Canada's strategic position in NAFTA as a
specialised supplier of speciflc merchandise goods and services to other NAFTA members. This effeot
is called "dynamic" trade creation in the academic literature.

6.2 Completing the Single Market in Financlal Services

There is a growing body of academic literature mhat addresses the question of EMU and its
interaction with the deregulation of mhe financial services sector in mhe EU (see Majnoni, Rebecchini
and Santini (1992) and Frankel (1996), for exemple).

The general consensus in the literature and mhe media is that mhe adoption of a single currency
will lead to significant structural changes in European financial markets, forcing a greater degree of
competition, and mhus reducing transaction costs. A reduction in transaction costs, in tumn, would tend



6.3 Net Effects on FDI

As the reader is aware from the above discussion, there is no unifying theoretical underpinning

that allows the economist to predict the net effeot of EMU on FDI, as there are both short and longer

term effeots, and also second round effects on trade. In an attempt ta summarise the effects of EMU

for the reader, table 5.4 categorises and tabulates the discussion from above.

Table 5.4
EMU Effects on FDI

(Canada ta EUIEU to Canada)

Effeet MNE effocts Financlal srvces
effocts

AggIomeIatofl + rcoe") lt-I + oe»">/ (A1
Dynamic 01 +

Liqulclity +10

TOTAL *+11 IH

If table 5.4 accurately represetits FDI flows, then EMU should result in an increase in inflows of FDI In

the short termn into the "core", with little effect on FDI inflows to Canada, but in the longer term, FDI

inflows into Canada may increase, due to the dynamic interplay between trade and FDI. On the

financial services side, agglorneratioii effects may also be noted in the financial services sector, which

should induce inflows o! FDI into the EU, and because o! liquidity effeets, this will also make it more

attractive for MNEs to set Up subsidiaries in the EU: there may be a small negative impact on inflows

of FDI to Canada, if this diverts FDI away from Canada.

7. Othor Scenarlo-Dependent Potential Effects

There are several other effeots that could potentially have an impact on Canadian trade and
k- -k m'f thaQa Pffp-ts is denendent either on how EMU is implemented or on the



7.1 lnslder-Outsider Effects

The issue of the insider-outsider configuration has recently anisen in the academic literature
(see Ghironi and Giavazzî (1997). The adoption of a small core grouping of Member States that
decide to adopt the eura, may foster further trade creation, and given that the future monetary and
exohange rate policy link between those Member States that decide to stay out, and those mhat decide
ta join, is currently vague, mhis may exacerbate mhe level of convergence between the so-called "ins"
and "outs". Another issue that has flot been addressed in the literature is the possibility that Member
States and countries outside the EU might decide ta unilaterally adapt the euro, thereby enlarging the
single currency zone and the exterit of trade creation. Although it is widely acknowledged within the
EU that qualification for adopting the single currency entails satisfaction of the Maastricht criteria, what
would stop a country that did nat sign Maastricht from adopting the euro as legal tender?6 Clearly, the
Baitic states and Central European countries are the mast likely ta consider this, but this, in tum, may
create two different sets of countries in terrns of econornic versus monetary union, with unforeseeable
resuits.

7.2 Exchange Rate Volatility Effects

EMU is equivalent, in economic terms, to fixing participating Member State exchange rates
against each other, with infinite foreign exchange reserves ta defend the fixed rates, thereby
eliminating exohange rate volatility. Hence, if exohange rate volatility has deletenious effects on trade
and investment, then EMU could be growth enhancing, as it could produce a one-tirne increase in
trade and investment.

Exchange rate volatility effects have also recently been the subject of a considerable amount
of ecanomic research (see Friberg and Vreden (1996>, Smith (1996), Arize (1995), Frankel and Wei
(1995> and Gagnon (1993)). If exohange rate volatilfty is ta affect trade, mhen it will do so via the casts
of unoertainty, which relate to the invoicing currency used for trade. On a macroeconomic level, there
is na strong evidence of a lirk between exohange rate variability and the level of international trade,
although weak evidence of an effect does exist, according ta some economists (see Frankel and Wei
(1995)).



larger profit margins into their pricing, ta refleot the greater exchange rate unoertainty. Lastly, it could

be that aur current level of econometric sophistication does flot allow us ta uncover these volatlity
effects.

On a macroeconomic level, as the Ecanomist (1997) has pointed out, EMU could make other

exchange rates more volatile, if it la assumed that an equal amount of exohange rate trading is

concentrated on fewer exchange rates. ln addition, European policymakers currently pay close

attention to exchange rates against the US dollar, as dollar movements tend to affect European

exchange rates differently, implying bilateral movements which then have an impact on ERM

participants. WAith a single currency, European policymakers may decide ta pay Iess attention ta US

dollar rates, thereby intervening less and permitting a greater degree of volatility. Recent research by

Martin (1997>, however, suggests the opposite - he concludes that the US dollar-euro exchange rate

should be less variable compared with past variability of the US dollar-DM exohange rate. According

ta Martin's model, the decrease in the volatility of the euro should be more important the larger the

size of EMU. Clearly, these resuits are extremely scenaria-dependent, so are taken solely as an

indication of the lack of consensus oni this issue.

As part of the third stage of EMU, the European Commission proposed a revamped ERM

(already nicknamed ERM2) for Member States that remain outside the EMU "core"' (see Commission of

the European Communities (1996>). A confirmatory decision on the ERM2 was taken in Amsterdam in

June, 1997, and there is now a commitment to voluntary membership of this mechanism with a +1-15

percent margin of fluctuation (which is the current width of the fluctuation band) for those Member

States not in the first wave of EMU participants. Although the ERM2 wiIl most certainly be a pre-
4: mamhPmrhifl there is unlikelv ta be any significant reduction in exchange rate



7.3 A Discrete Change in Exchange Rates?

At the beginning of stage three it is iikely that there wiil be a discrete jump in exchange rates,when the Council announces the conversion rates for ail transactions between currencies participating
in EMU on January 1, 1999. lnevitabiy there wiii be a discrete change in some exchange rates, justfrom the fact that bid-offer rates will collapse onto a single conversion factor, but there is the possibility
that the Council wiil decide to use "rounded" rates so as to make the transition to the single currency
as easy as possible for the business community and the generai public. Giovannini (1991) analyses
the last stage of EMU, but in terms of a currency reform. As Giovannini notes, if market rates at the
end of 1998 are significantly different from those established by the Council at the beginning of 1999,then there will be macroeconomic effects, and these effects; will depend on the degree of price andwage rigidity in each individual Member State. For instance, if prices were perfectly flexible then the
discrete change in exchange rates wouid act like a tax on holders of balances of the depreciating
currencies. If, however, prices were flot perfectly flexible (due, say, to Iong-term contracts and
adjustment costs) then the exchange rate change wouid affect the relative valuation of goods and
services whose prices do not move freely. The macroeconomic effects would be in terms of the
wealth and substitution effects of the changes in the reai stock of money, which would give tise to adecrease in spending, a fail in output and the relative price of non-traded goods and an increase in
output of traded goods and a trade surplus. The opposite effects would occur in countries whose
currencies underwent an appreciation. The point here is mhat if expectations of economic agents are
altered by the changeover, because of long-terni contracts and adjustment costs, then it may not be inthe interest of the pnivate sector to adopt the officiai conversion rate, as mhis would change realpayments as contracts are specifled in nominal terms. In this sense mandating a changeover at a
specifled point in time acts like an incomes policy.

In order to eliminate any adverse economic effects of devaluing the currencies of Member
States, Giovannini advocates the marking-to-market of contracts at the conversion date and the choice
of a conversion rate mhat induces exactly the same exchange rate depreciation mhat was expected bywage and prnce setters (and so gave tise to any relative price distortions in the flrst place). In reaiity,
mhis is uniikeiy to happen, as the caiculations involved in such an exercise would be extremeiy difficuit
to extract from the economic data available. Nevertheless, it should be acknowiedged mhat certain
Member States might seek a discrete jump in exchange rates s0 as to effectively give themn a "final
devaluation" as EMU begins. lt should aiso be noted that both Germany and the Netherlands willvigourously resist such a strategy, as it impiies a discrete "revaluation" in their currencies, which would
have adverse effects on their export sectors.



7.4 EU Competitlvefless Effets

It is now well known that exporters in large economies pursue policles of price discnrnination.

The empirical evidence suggests that firms in this position can "price to market' (that is, pnoce exports

in flxed ternis for the importing countrys currency). But is it always desirable to "price to market"?

Because of real exchange rate changes, this will flot always be the case, as increases In aggregate

demand abroad will cause exporters to want to raise export prices in relation to the domestic rnarket.

Thus relative export pnices will rise.

But "pricing to rnarket' will depend flot only on real exchange rates (because of price

discrimination), but also on nominal rigidities in the dornestic price level. See Giovannifli (1988) for a

more detailed discussion.

In international economics, the role of exchange rate "pass-through" is also closely related to

q"pricing to rnarket'. "Pass-through" refers to the effect on imnport prices from changes in exchange

rates. If exportera "prie to market' and fux prices in ternis of the irnporter's currency, the degree of

"pass-through" will theoretically be zero, as exchange rate fluctuations wilI only affect the exporte>s

mark-up. Clearly, though, the role of competitiori is important here, as if the exporter decides to pnice

and invoice in the importer's currency, then the exporter is essentially carrying aIl the exchange rate

risk (note here that pricing and invoicing do flot necessarily occur in the same currency). The greater

the degree of competitiori, the more likely it is that the exporter wilI be forced to "price to market", and

therefore the lower the degree of exchange rate "pass-through" to the împorting country. As Friberg

and Vredin (1996> note, the degree of "pass through" to the irnporter's currency price decreases with

the degree of market concentration, and increases with thie extent of substitutability between goods

and with the market share of foreign flrms relative to local competitors. Thus it is clear mhat "pass

through" should be high for imnports from a country with a large market share.

Applying these theoretical results to the Canada-EU situation implies mhat Canadian imports

from the EU should, as trade invoicing is higher for Canadian imports, and the EU clearly has a larger

market share in many goods and services than Canada does, resuit in a non-negligible level of upass

through". Canadian exporters, on the other hand, will Iikely have to increasingly adopt "price to

market" tactios, if Canadien exports are to remain competitive ini the EU, mhus increasing mhe level of

nisk for Canadian exporters and lncreasing the amount of ouro trade invoicing in the future. These are

the direct effects on competitiveness, but there may also be effects ernanating from competitors in

mhird countries. If these third countries are outside mhe EU, then mhe only differentiating factor in terms
~1'- - 1-»- -4 .,..Min f ka ,i.%màmqtit- <urrencv versus the suro. The links



are other potentiai competitive effects of EMU, which stem fromn the increase in the relative rate of
protection in the EU due to the elimination of internai costs reiating to the introduction of the single
currency. This effect is flot strictly speaking 'trade diversion", as it does flot resuit from the formation
of a customs union Aiso there is another key distinction between this effect and 'trade diversion": this
effect applies to ail extra-EU trade, but "trade diversion effects are differentiaiiy applied given the
product and service specialisations of the union participants". To be accurate, these effeots should
perhaps be labeied negative «extemai trade pattem» effects, rather than as "trade diversion" effects.

Lastiy, the role of competition and protectionism must flot be ignored. It is a generai mile that
large countries (in ternis of population rather than geographical area) tend to more protectionist than
smaii countries. While protectionist pressures in the EU have not been so alarmist as in the US, it is
possible that after EMU the stronger international position of the EU Member States couid lead to more
protectionismn with respect to countries outside the EU than hitherto has been the case.

8. Assossment of Effects on Canadian Companies: Survey Resuits

As part of this study, a survey was distributed to Canadian companies and they were asked to
respond to various questions regarding their activities in the EU, and their attitudes and opinions about
EMU. The questionnaire used for the survey is located in annex A, while a statistical analysis and
commentary on the resuits is iocated in Annex B.

The survey form was distributed to a wide variety of Canadian exporting companies, the
distribution list being obtained from a iist of Canadian exporting companies that were known to be
exporting to the European Union in 1994. The iist was compiled and notated by the Department of
Foreign Affairs and International Trade (DFAIT>. The companies were sent a form, together with a
stamped, addressed envelope and they were asked to compiete and retum the survey form with an
extremeiy short deadiine. Aithough the response rate of 7 percent was disappointîng, this was partiaiiy
due ta the tact that the OFAIT listing was out of date, as many companies had moved their
headquarters or had simply gone out of business in the intervening three years. Even sa, the
response to the survey did include a wide variety of exporting companies to the EU, ranging from smail
companies to large MNEs and ranging across neariy ail industry classifications. In this sense, and in
this sense alone, the survey can be thought of as representative.

The survey covera only Canadian exporters, and does not incorporate any information
regarding Canadian importera. This clearly leads to further caveats being piaced on the resuits, as
importera are more likety to be invoiced in euros after 1999, so the resuits could be viewed as a lower
bound for Canada-EU trade in general.



The majority of the respondents were aware of their foreign exchange risk, and they either

used the Canadian dollar for trade invoicing or they pooled their risk among several markets. Over 15

percent of respondents hedged against foreign exchange risk.

The fastest growung markets for Canadian exporters appear to be in the UK or in Germany,

and these two Member States appear to hold out the best prospects for future export growth.

The most popular destination for FDI In the EU appears to be the UK in ternis of numbers of

subsidianies, but Germany in terms of the amount of export sales accounted for by the subsidiary. The

majority of companies were satisfied with EU exporting prospects or were optimistic - around 20

percent of respondents were pessimistic about prospects for their exports in the EU.

8.2 The Single Currency

Nearly ail of the respondents had heard about the introduction of the single currency in the EU,

so awareness among Canadian expofters is fairty high. Just over haîf of the respondents (55 percent)

plan to use the single currency as part of their export invoicing, and most of the respondents found out

about the introduction of the single currency either through their bank (45 percent) or else through a

consultant (27 percent). The high percentage of respondents that plan to use the euro for invoicing

purposes tends to reinforce the tentative conclusions reached earlier, in section 3 of the study.

On a scale of 1 te 5 (no impact to large and significant impact), respondents thought that the

single currency would have some impact on Canadian trade and investment ( - an average response

of 2.35 was obtained). Respondents thought that the competitiveriess of their businesses would not be

affected by the adoption of the euro in the EU (on a scale of 1 to 5, 1 being adversely affected, 3 no

effect, and 5 beneflcially affected, a score of 3 was obtained), and that the competitiveness of their

business with the rest of the worïd would also not be affected (with the same scale, a score of 2.9 was

obtained ).

Although most companies had some information about the introduction (on a scale of 1 to 5, 1

being flot enough information and 5 being more than enough information, a score of 3.1 was obtained),

but most companies perceived that littie more preparation needed te be done (on a scale of 1 to 5 wiith

1 indicating nothing and 5 indicating a lot, an average score of 2.4 was obtained. In terms of intemal

considerations, many companies expect to have to modify their internaI accounting procedures to take
. -9 --. h2foer, a AI ns-rt-nt) 2nd manv comoanies also

would be



9. Conclusions

Although Canada-EU trade is flot a large proportion of Canada's tracte, the direct effeots of
EMU will be felt by Canadian companies, particuiarly if the single currency becomes a world trading
currency outside the EU. lndeed, the consensus is now leaning towards the view that the introduction
of the single currency will cause considerable changes in certain aspects of world trade. These
changes will likely be in terms 0f:

* an increase in intra-EU Member State trade;
* a reduction in trade with third countries outside the EU;
* a significant change in the pattern of world trade invoicing; and

Other factors will also influence the level of exports to the EU from countries outside EU,
notably:

* the level of exchange rate volatiity for externat currencies versus the single currency;
* the configuration within the EU of those Member States participating in EMU, versus

those Member States that do not qualify or that decide to remain outside of EMU;
* emergent trends in intra-industry tracte;
* cornpetitiveness effects from the elimination of currency conversion costs for those

exporters that are aiready in the EU, putting exporters in countries outside the EU at
disadvantage;

* the possible one-time discrete jurnp in exchange rates when the European Council
decides on the flxed conversion rates between participating EU currencies; and

* the effeots of a restructuring of financial markets in the EU, whicti should increase
liquidity and increase competition in the European financial services sector, thereby
reducing transaction costs.

For Canada, the foliowing specific issues need to be monitored and addressed where needed:



* a long term increase in outward FDI flow from the EU as increased EU growth spurs

more extemal market-orieflted FDI.

Specifically for Canada, FDI in Europe is of significant importance, and is related to MNE

investmerit in subsidiaries, and the financial services sector, largely centred on London, UK.

The possible effects on Canada-EU FDI flows are as follows:

+ ..agglomeration" effects which resuit in economies of scale, hence attracting FDI from

extemal sources;
# "liquidity" effects in the financial services industry, which in tum may induce FOI inflows

so as to take advantage of restructured and more competitive pan-EU financial

markets;
# FDI diversion effects from Canada as third parties decide to conoentrate new

investments on the EU; and
+ in the longer term, an increase in FDI outtlows to Canada, to take advantage of

Canada's strategic position in trading specific goods and services within NAFTA.

Lastly, it should be stressed that these results are not definitive, as they are based on ongoîng

research in this area, ail of which is extremely scenario dependent. Clearty, most of the

conclusions presented in this paper depend on a successful implementation of EMU, which is

stili not yet assured.



10. Recommendations

The following recommendations flow from the discussion and analysis presented in the study,and the logic of the study conclusions, presented in section 9 above:

a) Further studies should be commissioned to explore the long-terni consequences of the declinein trade with the EU, in ternis of i) to what extent this decline is the counterpart to NAFIAintegration, and the long-term consequences of NAFTA on Canadian trade outside of NAFIA;il) the extent to which this decline can be arrested by unilateral trade agreements with the EU;and iii) the extent to which the US has followed the same trends in transatlantîc trade.

b) A study should be commissioned to determine the trade invoicing practices of Canadian
exporters and the invoicing practices of countries exporting to Canada. This study should alsoincorporate an evaluation of how these practices are changing over time.

c) Substantial effort needs to be directed towards an evaluation of markçet opportunities for
Canadian companies in the EU. In particular, there appears to be significant scope for anincrease in service exports to the EU. The means whereby Canadian service companies canaccess such market information and establish a market presence in mhe EU should be
addressed.

d) Canada should explore the possibility of negotiating further trade agreements with the EU,perhaps flot along the lines of a Transatlantic Free Trade Area <TAFIA) because of thereticence of the US on mhis issue, but in areas where reciprocity can be meaningfully applied.Also in mhis regard, trade agreements should be sought so as to encourage further increases intransatlantic intra-industry trade. Such trade agreements would also be beneficial in enhancingtrade prospects with Central and Eastern European countries that hope to join the EU in the
near future.

e) The possibility of mounting a «Team Canada" mission to the EU should be explored, withparticular reference to encouraging transatlantic trade and advocating Canada as a desirable
location to service the NAFTA bloc of countries.

f) Development 0f business education courses (such as in International MBA programs) inCanada (perhaps sponsored by OFAIT) to encourage greater understanding of what doingbusiness with EU companies entails, $0 as to, enhance the level of awareness of EU issues
and foster a greater understanding of the opportunities that exist for Canadian companies in
the EU.
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Annex A
SurveV Questionnaire of Canaclian Exporters

YOU AND YOUR COMPANY

1. What is the name of the company which you represent?

2. Where are you located?

3. Who may we contact if we have further questions?
Name:
Tel:
email:

TRADE INTERESTS IN THE EUROPEAN UNION

4. Approximately what percentage of your total export sales are accounted for by European Unioncountries?

5. Please rank mhe EU countries mhat are most important ta your company (beginning mhe mostimportant), along with mhe approximate total value of trade and the currency/currencies used forinvoicing wlth each respective country:

6. After mhe new EU currency ls lntroduced (the "euro"), do you ariticipate changlng the currencyyou use for trade invoicing for the countries llsted in question 5? If so, which countries?

VERSION FRANÇAIS AU VERSO



7. What is the attitude of your company towards foreign exchange risk? Check one or more
boxes.
Il - we ignore it
Il - we invoioe and transact in C$ (or base currency>
O - we protect each foreign exchange transaction with a hedge

O-we try to anticipate currency moves to add value
El-currency nisk is pooled and handled in the context of overall assetliability risk managment

across our divisions.

IF YOU HEDGE FOREIGN EXCHANGE RISK GO TO QUESTION 8, OTHERWISE GO
STRAIGHT TO QUESTION 9.

8. If you hedge, which currencies do you typically hedge against, what is the approximate cost of
hedging as a percentage of sales, and what is (are) the principal hedging instrument(s) that
you use?
Currency Cost of hedging (as % of sales) Principal hedging

instrument(s)

9. If you hedge against foreign ANDIOR If you do not hedge foreign exohange risk
exohange risk when trading when trading with EU countries, why flot?
with EU countries, why?

peo 6



1. Looking ahead five years, which European Union counitries do you think wiII represent yourfastest growing export markets?
Country

i st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

12. Please circle on a scale of one to five, what you feel the outlook is for strong export salesgrowth for your product(s) /serv~ice(s) to. European Union countries over the next five years -

[Very Pessimistic] 1 2 3 4 5 [Very Optimistic]

INVESTMVENT INTERESTS IN THE EUROPEAN UNION

Does your company have a (wholly owned or partially owned) su bsid iarylsubsidia ries operatingin a European Union country?
Yes 12 No 13

- if yes, in whlch countries? - if no rlr% r%" rI +~ -&'n' -. '

Country

PLEASE CONTINUE TO
QUESTION 14

-- YM pJaI n u etaOIIsr a suoavoiary in
the EU over the next five years?

Yes 1 No CI
- if yes, in which country/countries?

Country

PLEASE TURN OVER AND GO
TO QUESTION 15

14. Apprxmtl what proportion of the value of your exporta are dietdt yoursubsidiary/sbiire in th. European Union?
Country Percentage



THE SINGLE EUROPEAN CURRENCY (THE -EURO">

15. Before doing this survey, were you aware of the plan to, adopt a single European currency
(the'eurou), as specified in the Maastricht Treaty? Yes Il Nol]

- if no, go to end of survey.

16. Which of the 15 European Union member countries do you expect will be part of the first wave
of countnies to adopt the "Euro"?
Please circie either "ail EU countries", or select Individual EU countrnes:

ail countries
Germany France Belgium Netherlands Finland
Luxembourg Denmark ltaly Spain Greece
Portugal lreland Sweden United Kingdomn Austtna

17. Which of the 15 European Union member countries do you expeot MI eventualiy become part
of the single currency area (including those countnies circled in Q16) in Europe?
Please circle either "ail EU countries", or select individual EU countries:

ail EU countries
Germany France Belgium Nethertands Finland
Luxembourg Denmar< Italy Spain Greece
Portugal lreland Sweden United Kingdom Austria

18. On a scale from 1 to 5, do you think that the introduction of the euro in the European Union
wilI have an impact on Canadian trade and investment in Europe?
Please circle the appropriate number -

[No impact] 1 2 3 4 5 [Large and significant impact]
[Moderate]

19. What impact do you think that the introduction of the euro will have on Canadian trade and
investment in Europe, if any?

Pop 59



22. On a scale of 1 to 5, how do you think that the competitiveness of your business in Europe wilIbe affected by the adoption of the "eurol' in the European Union?

[Adversely affectedj I 2 3
[No effect]

4 5 [Beneficially affected]

What are the reasons for your answer? ______________________

23. On a scale of 1 to 5, how do you think that the competitiveness of your business with the restof the worfd will be affected by the adoption of the "euro" in the European Union?

[Adversely affected] I 2 3
[No effect]

4 5 [Beneficially affected]

What are the reasons for your answer?_____________________

24. Have you received any advice from any source regarding the type of preparation that yourcompany should be making for thue introduction of thue "euro"?
Yes Il No CI
- if yes, from where?

Bank
Consulta nt/ad visor
Media articles
Other

Il
O-if so, please name the publication(s)
O-please specify

25. On a scale of 1 to .5. do you feel that your company has sufficient information to, start planningfor the introduction of the "euro"?
[Not enough info] 1 2 3 4 5 rMore thqn -nnitrih inf,%l



Fig.B.1: Average Exports to Europe
As Proportion of Total Sales
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Annex B
Questionnaire Results

(by Darren Byers)

Trade Interests in the European Union

0f the participating firms, the average reported proportion of sales to EU countries was 24.7%. The
distribution of sales to EU ratios can be seen ini Figure B.I1.

The flms that responded indicated that the UK and Germany were at present, the more important markets,
followed by France and Ireland.

Fig. B.2: Exports; to EU
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Fig. B.3: Involce Currency
by sales volume

MF. (11,

us$ (21.57%)-

Source Qýesion 5

When measured by sales volume the most widely used in
by the U.S. dollar and the French Franc. However, more firms in
currency.

ECU (6.67%) -

Mli (3.33%)-

DM (13.33%) -

Soprce: Qýuestion i5 UK£

- US$ (20.00%)

There appears to be a generally high level of awareness of foreign exchange risk. Only one frm indicated thatthey ignored it outright, while most flrmns reported either invoicing li Canadian dollars or poofing foreigu
exchange holdings as a risk management strategy.

1followed
e invoice



Of the firms that do hedge, the most popular instruments are forward contracts, either by themselves, or

ini combination with some other hedging instruent such as swaps or options. No company reported using

forwards and futures together.

Table B. 1: Hedging with Europea" Currencies

Just over hluf of the firms reported hedging with EU countries. 0f those that do hedge, the risk of the

country compared to the low cost of hedging is the main reason for doing so. 0f those that do not hedge, the

main reason iven i: the low risk of the country.

Average Rank Number of Times Mentloned

1

2



Fig. B.6: Outlook for Firm's Exports1= very pessimistic; 5=very optUmistic
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Table B.3 : Future Fas



Tmh1~. 1~ A* Frm~ witb Suhsidiaries iii the EU

Country Perceutage of Firms wlth EU Average Percentage of Export Sales

Subsidiary* Accounted for by Subsidiary

UK 67% 53.2%

Germany 40% 77.0%

France 33% 5%

Beigîun 20% 36%

Netherlands 13% 20%

Portugal 13% NA

Ireland 13% 4.9%

Italy 7% NA

Finland 7% NA

Austria 7% NA

of those who report having an EU subsidiary
Source: Question 13.

The Sin2lc European Currenci

There appears to be a high level of awareness of the. euro's introduction: only 4.2% of the. firms surv~eyed

had not been aware of the proposed euro. Just over one half of these firms (54.5%) intend on using the. euro for

business purposes upon its introduction [source: Question 20]. In addition, many firnis have been receiving sorne

forxri of advise regarding the new currency, mainly froni Baniks, with Consultants also being an important source

of advice. This can be seen in Figure B7.

0f the. Thrms that reported needing to change their business processes, mostly it was Accounting processes



Fig..B.7: Sources of Advlce

0f the ceuntries that are cxpecced te adopt the euxlikely te be in the first wave of counitrics, with Belgiuu aà
relatively unlikely to adopt the eure ini this round, with on]
considered unlikely te adopt the sure in the first round.

Table B.6: Countries Adepting the Euro in the First Wave

dered te lc the most
The 13K, is seen toi be
and Spain are



Annex C
List of Interviews

As part of the project, 1 visÏted the European Commission in Brussels, Belgium, and interviewed

and discussed various issues relating to the project, as weII as other more general issues relating to

European integration. The persans I met on this trip (in February, 1997) were as folîows:

0 Fabienne Ilzkovitz, Head of Unit, International Aspects of Monetary Union, DGII,

Economic and Financial Affairs;

6 Jürgen Krôger, Head of Unit, Monetary Union: Exchange Rate and Domestic Monetary

Policies, OGII, Economic and Financîi Affairs;

a Mary McCarthy, Analyst, DGII, Economic and Finanicial Affairs; and

0 Elena Flores, Head of Unit, Monetary Union: Technical and Market Questions, DGII,
Economic and Financial Affaira.

These individuals that I met in Brussels were extremely helpfuî and aIl expressed great interest

in the project. I would like ta thank themn for their time and input into the study.
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